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Be Alive Forever
Easter does not get over with
Easter Sunday. What gets over is only
the ritual celebration, with every
passing Feast, whether it is Good
Friday or Easter Sunday.
The real Easter is the life-long,
day-long realization, that Christ is no
longer suffering and dead, but alive
forever more, and waiting for us.
Hence the Holy Spirit is given to us
NOW, to realize this great Reality.
One way to understand this is our sick
and diseased bodies will be like
Christ's glorious body living forever
more. No more pain, suffering and
tears, but joy unrivalled and
unparalleled like anything we have
known before on earth. Your greatest
handicap on earth will be your
greatest asset in Heaven.
I remember my dad in the early
days of his married life. We were small
and growing up. He was well-built and
strong in his muscles. But in his senior
years, he was just body and bones, due
to his diabetic sickness. Soon after his

passing
away, in my
grief I had a
dream,
seeing him
in the full
glory of his youthful strength and
energy. It was a wonderful
confirmation of his youthful presence
in Heaven.
In heaven, all of us will no be
longer old but in the fullness of a
glorious body, soul and spirit. This is
the promise of Easter. So live today in
total surrender to this great God of
ours, who has totally destroyed satan.
Let us not live today, as if Christ is not
risen from the dead. Let your faith (and
devotions) be no longer “dead and
useless”, as St. Paul would say, but
gloriously alive, because Christ in us, is
stronger than all the evil forces of the
world around us. All the best.
~ Fr. Thomas Monteiro

St. Joseph's Community Feast Mass

St Joseph's community Hathibaug celebrated its
community Feast on the 18th of March in honor of our
Patron Saint. Like every year, the Novenas were attended
by all with great spiritual fervour. We witnessed the love of
Jesus through each member as we interacted with them
before and after the novena. On the feast day Father
Michael celebrated the Mass. His rich homily inspired and
enriched us spiritually. We were encouraged to do our bit

for the community in whatever way we could. Members
wished each other amidst music and snacks. We ended the
evening with dinner and fond memories. Our coordinator
Ms. Victoria Marshall thanked each one for their
contributions to make the day a great success. We look
forward to celebrate the feast year after year with the same
enthusiasm and energy.
~Asha D'Souza

Feast of Our Lady of Lourdes
We, the members
of the Lourdes
C o m m u n i t y
celebrated the feast of
our patroness in
th
anticipation, on the 8
of February, 2016 at
the Gloria Convent
Chapel. The Sisters
being community
members took great
pains to decorate the
chapel and arrange a
harmonious choir for
the Eucharist
c e l e b r a t e d b y F r.
Raphael.
The introduction
stressed on Our Lady's gift of healing not only physical
ailments but spiritual healing too touched by the words
“To Jesus through Mary”. The homily by Fr. Raphael was
highly informative and inspiring. The celebration ended
with a special blessing for all the members present and we
were requested to carry the message and blessings to the
sick and homebound of our community for whom we
prayed specially in the Prayer of the faithful.

No Feast is
complete without a
social celebration, so
after Mass we all
assembled in the
convent parlour. Soon
it was time for speech
making, so a vote of
thanks was most
appropriate especially
to Fr. Raphael, who
with Gladys Pereira
our animator, visited
the homes of every
member of our
community. We took
the opportunity to
express our gratitude
to Gladys, our animator, who worked tirelessly to organize
all the community activities for the last six years with great
enthusiasm – we will miss her !!
The get-together ended with fellowship and some
heavy snacks. The evening ended on a happy note,
especially happy for us, as the ever smiling Mother
Bernada was present – her last outing!
~ Jeanette Moniz
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St. Joseph Nightingale Community Feast Mass

th

Our Annual Community mass was held on 7
March, 2016 at Rebecca Towers, Byculla. The mass was
well attended and we were privileged to hear a wonderful
sermon preached by Fr. Raphael. The Christians in our
little community came together be it for the liturgy, the
choir, the other arrangements. Etc

The evening ended with some tasty snacks and a
fun filled game of housie. It was really wonderful to see
everyone – young and old alike come together as one. We
pray for many more such opportunities to come together as
a community.
~ Susan Saldanha

Because He lives...............
Because He lives, I can face tomorrow,
Because He lives, all fear is gone;
Because I know He holds the future,
And life is worth the living,
Just because He lives!
These are words of the famous song I had sung ever so
often and never really felt its impact. Some years ago, I
was going through a very difficult time at my place of work
and especially so during the days leading up to Easter of
that year. With great difficulty I made it for the triduum
services. It was on Easter morn, when I was humming and
singing this tune repeatedly that the words made great
meaning and had its full impact on me. I have never been
my earlier self ever since.
The first, the shortest, the greatest and the simplest
sermon on Easter is when Mary of Magdala, ran from her
garden encounter and said to the disciples “I have seen the
Lord” (Jn 20:18). It was what they needed to know and it
was what I needed to know that particular Easter of my
life. Archbishop Desmond Tutu once said “A simple truth
is more powerful than all the armies in the world”.
In John Masefield's Trial of Jesus, there is a
marvellous passage where Longinus, the centurion at the
cross, comes back at the end of the day to give Pilate his

report. Pilate's wife begs the centurion to tell her more
about how Jesus died. When he tells the whole story over,
she suddenly asks, "Longinus, do you think He is dead?"
"No, ma'am," he says, "I don't." "Then where is He?" she
asks. "Let loose in the world where neither Roman nor Jew
will ever stop His truth."
And today for me, life is worth the living, just because
He lives. How about you?
~ Agnelo Fernandes
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Lenten Mission


Charmaine Ferns

(Holy Spirit Community)
make all kinds of excuses, but by doing this we are only
harming ourselves.

What have I gained from the Lenten
Missions?
It was truly a marvelous experience
the way Deacon Everist Mascarenhas got
us into the spirit of praising and worshiping our God with
meaningful hymns. The different aspects of being
"Merciful, just as Our Father is Merciful", gave me
much to reflect on in my own interaction with people, to
acquire a heart of Mercy and Kindness, and to improve the
quality of my Spiritual Life.
A point which has had a great impact in my life is, that
we should get rid of the past and not carry any baggage.
Live in the present. As they say, it is hard to forgive and we

What does Easter mean to me?
When I reflect on how Jesus suffered for my sins, I get
the strength to carry my own cross which then gets lighter.
I know he is present in the Blessed Sacrament and when I
receive Him in Holy Communion. He is with me all
through the day in thought, word and deed. I praise and
thank Him for his Gift of Life and His Love and Protection
over me and my family. Our Risen Lord has never let me
down in moments of difficulties. I believe his words, " I am
with you always."



Olavo Lobo
The Lenten mission held at our parish was a
resounding success. The 3 day program conducted by
Deacon Everest Mascarenhas, aimed at fostering the spirit
of forgiveness & sacrifice which epitomizes the solemn
season of Lent, encouraged the parishioners to reflect on
the importance of mercy & the significance of Jesus' death
& resurrection.
The 3 day program focused on 3 major aspects of Lent:
God's mercy towards us, our mercy towards others & the
significance of the Cross. In today's fast paced progressive
society where ego & selfishness dominates humility &
benevolence, mercy as emphasized by the Deacon is a
soothing balm which would take us a long way in
improving our relations with others. The 3 crosses of
rejection, reception & redemption questioned the choices
we make during our journey through life. The 3 types of
people present at the scene of our Lord's crucifixion taught
us an important lesson on how empathy & not sympathy &
apathy are required for a better world.
The praise & worship session brought out the religious
fervour of the congregation. The parishioners experienced
healing & I'm sure both young & old felt blessed to be part

of the wonderful mission. The Deacon's
testimony in particular struck a chord with
the audience as his transformation from a
common working religious Catholic to a
devoted messenger of God inspired us to
take up our crosses & proclaim the love of
God.
The Stations of the Cross was a great experience
travelling with Jesus up to Calvary. It was greater when he
challenged us to look into our lives & surrender those areas
which haven't yet been surrendered to him. The greatest
would be when we make an about turn like the prodigal son
turning on a new leaf.
The resurrection of Christ is the basic doctrine & the
crowning proof of the truth of the Christian faith. The
resurrection has made us citizens of Heaven. Our personal
Easter morning is not far way but we have a few Calvaries
to climb perhaps, but they pale in comparison to our
glorious Easter. Hope that we too will rise one day as Jesus
rose on Easter Sunday.
A very joyful Easter to you all!



Sylvia Fernandes (Rosa Mystica Community)
The three day Mission has helped me
in many ways. Deacon Everest guided us
how to live a spiritual life. Reading the
Bible daily and understanding it means a
lot. It has strengthened me to over come all
my weaknesses, it gave me comfort in my

disappointment. I realized when we forgive, it heals all our
wounds physical, emotional and spiritual. Deacon Everest
rightly said it's not only at Lent we need to introspect but
otherwise too. Only than I can invite the Holy Spirit to
dwell inside me, so that he will wash me clean.
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Johanna Gomes: (St. Joseph's Nightingale Community)
The meaning of Easter is Jesus remind the congregation and indeed all those around me of
Christ's victory over death. His resurrection the heavy price that Christ paid in order for us to benefit
symbolizes the eternal life that is granted to from the wonderful relationship that we have in God.
all who believe in Him. Easter represents an
opportunity for me as a church leader to


Joyce Alphonso
It is a privilege that Gloria Church was appointed to
conduct the 24 hour Adoration. A lot of people from
neighboring parishes made it possible to attend. I attended
the adoration at midnight with my family.
The service conducted by Fr. Vincent was lively. We
did not realize the time, as we were engrossed and were at

peace with the Lord. Even after a hard day's
work, we did not feel tired. The homily was
very touching, with real life instances. We
experienced the presence of our Lord. The
choir singing made the adoration so very
spiritual.



Rachael D'souza (St Anne’s Parish)
To me, the night vigil came as a surprise break
in the pre exam prep time. I'd actually come
there as part of the team from St. Anne's Parish
as we had taken up a slot early in the service,
but stayed back with friends. What I loved
most about it was the music and quiet hours of
prayer, where one could sit in contemplation

before the Blessed Sacrament. It was an exhausting day, but
the talks by the priests and the hymns taken up by the choir
around midnight invigorated me. It's not exactly easy to tell
how I felt, as it was a very personal experience for me, in the
sense that I was able to worship the Lord truly in silence and
song, whilst sitting among complete strangers. To me, the
vigil was spiritually fulfilling.



“24 HOURS FOR THE LORD"
Pope Francis deserves a "thumbs up" for initiating the
"24 hours for the Lord", worldwide. It gave an awesome
feeling, to realize that at one particular point in time, the
whole world would be together, praising, worshipping,
and adoring our great and mighty God. We were indeed
truly blessed that Gloria Church was chosen to host this
amazing experience on 4th and 5th of March, 2016.
The programme drawn up for the parishes of south
Mumbai, was detailed, and very well co-ordinated, with
Associations, Church groups, various Religious Orders
and the Priests, appointed their half hour slots to commune
with the Lord, and kept open for others to come and
worship.
Right from the start.... after the 7.00 p.m. Eucharist,
with Christopher Mendonsa quietening our minds into
silence through Meditation, till the closing Holy Hour and
Eucharist, the following evening.... it was truly a grace
filled 24 hours. Parishioners were excited to attend the
"Night Vigil", especially since many were experiencing
this for the first time. There were fears expressed, "Will we
be able to stay awake?" "What if we feel sleepy?", but the
Praise and Worship led by the group "Vigil Lights", made

sure that eyes did not droop, and the packed Church
resounded with praises to God.
Around midnight Rev. Fr. Vincent Vaz, the Dean of
South Mumbai and Parish Priest, St. Anne's church,
Mazagon, stepped in and in his inimitable way kept us
smiling, singing, listening, meditating and worshipping
our great and mighty God. He gave those present,
permission to sleep if they wanted to (!!!!), but after
drawing us so close to the Lord, who wanted to sleep !!!!
All present wanted "more and more of Jesus". The grace
and power of the Holy Spirit was truly present throughout
the 24 hours. The welcome coffee and biscuits at the
break revived and refreshed us!
A warm Thank You to; all the Priests of our parish, the
team work was evident, The Parish Council for ably
supporting the parish team. The Priests who heard
Confessions. Our Parishioners who responded so
wholeheartedly. The Sisters from the various Convents
and all who came from the surrounding parishes, to
express their deep love for the Lord and who made this
"24 hours for the Lord" a very special time of GRACE.
~ Maureen deSousa
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Zone 2

Mass of Reconciliation

We the members of Zone 2 comprising of Lourdes
Community, Good Shepherd Community and Little Flower
Community celebrated the Mass of Reconciliation on Tuesday 1st
March, 2016. The Religious of Gloria Convent, members of
Lourdes Community generously offered to host the Eucharist in
their quadrangle. The Mass was well attended for a meaningful
Eucharist celebrated by Fr. Raphael.
After the introduction, which stressed on the Sacrament of
penance in the Jubilee Year of Mercy the Penitential Rite was
performed differently. The congregation had to sign themselves
on the forehead with ash provided to remind us that we are sinners
and required forgiveness, especially in the Year of Mercy. We
were provided with slips of paper and pens to note down all our
sins and weaknesses for which we required forgiveness and also
those whom we needed to forgive, who have hurt us. This was
followed by a general absolution by the celebrant, wherein all our

sins were forgiven provided we in turn forgive and sin no more.
We need to go for confession later.
The Mass continued with an inspiring homily on
Reconciliation and forgiveness. For the offertory, we offered all
the sins we had written down and burnt it as a burnt offering to the
Lord. Then we wiped away the ashes from each other's forehead
as a sign that our sins are forgiven. At the Prayer of the Faithful
the whole church was remembered and prayers of forgiveness to
all were recited. The Eucharist ended with a blessing of
forgiveness and peace to all. The evening concluded with a vote
of thanks to Fr. Raphael, Sisters of Gloria convent, the three
animators of the community and all who helped in organizing the
Eucharist. Finally on a homely note, light refreshment was
served.
All returned home more peaceful and full of grace.
~ Jeanette Moniz

Zone 3
The coming together of 2 or more communities (ours being 7
communities) of one Zone is a very good indication of something
good happening. There was a certain bonding created and today,
when we see people from another community we instantly smile –
that is the power of such a zonal gathering.
This is the first time we've had a Reconciliation Mass – that
was so beautiful and meaningful with a thorough and deep
explanation on Reconciliation & Penitential Rite. The Eucharist
and the Sacrament of Reconciliation are the sources of healing &
liberation from sin. It has the power to bring about closeness and
harmony in our lives. This Mass was like a reinforcement of
bringing us - the penitent to a healing or liberation from sin. The
Mass itself with the activities like, marking ones own forehead
with ashes and erasing the mark from the person you have

something against, the examining of our conscience, jotting on a
paper our ill feelings towards another and later putting our chits
into the fire symbolizing the doing away with all hatred, hurt, ill
feelings towards our not so good friends, adding the incense gave
us the fragrance of a fresh start. Such an interactive Mass was a
welcome change. The emphasis on making a confession was
another very important aspect.
The homily was something no one could have felt bored of,
as it was knowledge which was welcome. This was evident by the
action of all present for the Mass. No one walked out immediately
after the Mass. You could see people discussing and talking about
the Mass even on the way out. That was the effect of the Mass of
Reconciliation.
~ Edelwise D’souza
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Zone 4

Mass of Reconciliation

On Tuesday, 8th March '16 Zone IV celebrated the
Mass of Reconciliation at St. Agnes, Byculla. The
Eucharist was celebrated by Fr. Raphael our Zonal priest,
in the evening at 8 pm. This service saw a large number of
zonal members, both young and old, in full form. Fr.
Raphael enlightened us with an interesting sermon using
apt examples, and making sure we understand the
importance of forgiveness. Even the little activities of
putting ash on our own forehead and asking the person
seated next to us to wipe it off, and then noting down on a

chit names of all those people we want to forgive and then
burning those chits in a pan of fire had a deep impact on all
of us present. It was a feeling of relief that we have finally
let go of all the negative things we hold, and we had been
carrying in our hearts. It was indeed a deeply spiritual
experience and this reconciliation service made all of us
feel lighter in heart. The sisters of St. Agnes, along with
the zonal co-ordinators made sure this service was a
meaningful one.
~ Franchua D'souza

What would you choose? Tolerance or Intolerance
Our cultural canvas is made up of diverse colours;
colours of opinions, tastes, attitudes and lifestyles. In our
daily lives we are constantly grappling, contesting,
accepting and assimilating these entities as per our
convenience. A particular situation may meet the approval
of some while at the same time it may be disapproved by
others. What causes this agreement or disagreement? And
where does tolerance fit into the picture?
The word tolerance is often associated with the larger
domain of the state and the country at large. But we are also
faced with this ideology on a daily basis. Let's reflect on
the example of the beef ban. Most of us were extremely
agitated by the ban and considered it unnecessary. How
did we express our intolerance? We cribbed, exchanged
sorrowful conversations and moaned over the loss of not
having delicious beef roast or beef curry for a few months.
Perhaps, some of our folks must have written protest
letters to the government. On the other hand, the beef ban
gave the news channels an issue to debate on or perhaps
create a noise of popularity. Our vegetarian friends may
have had no opinion whatsoever!
The operation of power dynamics is clearly visible in
situations pertaining to the political as well as the local.
Some issues in society are deliberately created on account
of political vendetta at higher levels. The person in 'power'
irrespective of age, gender or status may win the battle.
Examining our daily lives, we come across various
situations in our school, college, workplace and our family
life where we are faced with conflicts. Difference of
opinion may cause constant clashes, cold war and deep
resentment that may even last a life time.
Some other grave issues turn spiteful and take the
form of protest and brutal murders. The question that
needs to be raised is how different people react to the same

situation. Who tolerates whom? Who bears the brunt of
intolerance? The answers to these questions aren't straight
forward. They need to be understood in the context of the
larger whole. It would be a partial view to label tolerance
or intolerance as either good or bad. There is bound to be a
difference of opinion and perspective owing to our
constructed understanding of reality. Our reaction to
tolerance or intolerance should be based purely on the
situation and devoid of any external influence or control.
The season of Lent gives us an opportunity to reflect
on our weaknesses and find strength to face all kinds of
situations. At times, we may disagree and become
extremely intolerant of a situation but the challenge lies in
how we express our point of view in a decent and
respectful manner without hurting the sentiments of
others. We may not always be in a position to achieve our
standpoint but the need of the hour is to form an objective
attitude towards those whose opinions, practices, religion,
nationality etc. differs from our own. We need to
constantly think, rethink and comprehend with rationality.
~ Rochelle Fernandes
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BAPTISM
Child
Andrew J.
Geeta Francis Dias
Aaron Rodrigues

Name of Parents
Arockia Jagan Raj. J. / Rose Mary A.

14th February 2016
27th March 2016
Cassius Saluzinho / Greeta Cassius Rodrigues 27th March 2016

DEATH
Name of the Deceased
Rosy Mendon
Christina Pereira

Baptised on

Died on
7th February 2016
15th February 2016

Name of the Deceased
Sr. Mary Bernarda
Branca Misquitta

Died On
25th February 2016
23rd March 2016

Easter Quiz
1. What was the Jewish feast which was being celebrated the week Christ was crucified? (Luke 22:1)
2. When Jesus entered Jerusalem during what is known as His Triumphal Entry, what animal was He riding
on? (Matthew 21:1-7; Mark 11:1-7; Luke 19:28-35; John 12:12-15)
3. How many pieces of silver did Judas trade the life of Jesus for? (Matthew 26:15)
4. A man named Simon was compelled to carry the cross of Jesus. In Mark 15 we are told the names of
Simon's two sons. What were their names? (Mark 15:21)
5. What was the inscription above the cross?
6. What happened in the Temple as a sign that the death of Jesus had made way for the individual believer to
approach God? (Matthew 27:51).
7. Two men helped prepare the body of Christ for burial. One is said to have been a secret disciple and
another secretly came to Jesus early in His ministry to ask question. Who were these men? (John 19:3842).
8. Who was the first person to see the risen Christ? (Mark 16:9)
9. As Jesus rode into Jerusalem (on Palm Sunday), what did He say would cry out if His disciples didn't?
(Luke 19:40)
10. On what day of the week was Jesus first seen after His resurrection? (Mark 16:9, Luke 24:1-7)
Rush in your answers to gloriabridgebulletin@gmail.com or to the parish office...
first three correct entries win prizes!
Winners of On the Road to Easter Word Search Christo Rosario, Nathania Fernandes & Anthony D'silva.
Please collect the prize from Fr. Raphael.
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